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J Cinco de Mayo

[ News Shorts
For Your
Information
Today - El Cafetal will feature
the renowned Chapman Stick
artist, Greg Howard. Come and
hear the fresh, original sounds
of hi s cross between a guitar and
a keyboard. For more information call Dalinda Garcia at 38 12266.
April 27 - The 3rd Annual
Parent and Child Day Picnic will
featu re food, fun , games, clowns
and a whole lot more in the UC
Circle from 2 p.m. - 5 p.m. For
more information call 381 -3676.
May 11 - The Alumni Association will have a recruitment
booth at graduation in the courtyard of the Fieldhouse. For more
information call Cathy Taylor at
63 1-5591 or Alice Hawley at
38 1-3665.

State
The Texas Department of
Health has linked two cases of
mercury poisoning to Crema de
Bell eza Manning (Manning
Beauty cream) in Eagle Pass and
El Paso earlier this week.
A toxicologist with the department said the cream had a 1,000
times more mercury in it than is
allowed in the United States.

~

Nation

Bernhard Goetz, who shot four
black youths on a subway train
12 years ago, was ordered to pay
the lone survivor $43 million
earlier this week in a New York
state court.
Darrell Cabey, now 30, was
left paralyzed and ori ginally
sought $50 million. A jury made
up of four blacks and two Hispanics took a little over 4 hours
to reach a decision.

Compiled from news reports.

kicks off early
Cinco de Mayo will be celebrated with music and dance
from 11 a.m. until 2:45 p.m.
Tuesday at the University Center Circle.
Headlining the event will be
a two hour performance by
David Lee Garza y Los Musicales starting at 12:45 p.m.
The program will start off
with a speech by Amado
Balderas, president of the
UTPA El Sexto Sol chapter of
Movimiento
Estudiantil
Chicano de Aztlan.

A grito contest will start at
noon and will have a cash
award of $50 for the winner.
Following the contest,
UTPA's Folkloric Dancers and
Mariachi groups will perform.
Cinco de Mayo is a celebration of a Mexican victory over
French troops at Puebla near
Mexico City on May 5, 1862,
which delayed the conquest of
Mexico for more than a year.
"Come out and enjoy a great
day of fun ," Dalinda Garcia,
UPB president said.

Food Committee
receives bids
David Waltz
Managing Editor

A new food service provider
may be coming to the university snack bar.
Three new companies have
submitted bids to take the reins
of providing food to the university community away from
Sodexho, the current food service provider, whose contract
expires May 31.
Professional Food Service
Management, Aramark, DNE
Food Service and Sodexho will
have their bids reviewed Monday by the Food Service Committee.
The food committee has
· three proposals within the four
bids to consider. The bid structure called for the providers to
bid on three conditions, from
which th e committee will
choose one they think is best
for students, Hector De Leon,
foods committee member and
SGA senator, said.
Proposal A is based on a no
minimum guarantee, meaning
dorm students are not required

to purchase a meal plan.
Proposals B and C require
dorm students to purchase either a declining balance meal
plan, a plan that deducts the cost
of each meal from an established balance, or another plan,
also with a declining balance,
but including a 30-meal-plan.
The costs for proposals B and
C will have to come from the
students. Suggested cost of proposal B is $500 during a regular semester and $250 during
both summer session; the cost
estimation for proposal C is
$150 for a 30-meal-plan, plus
an addition of $250 for a declining balance; a 15- meal-plan at
$75 with additional $125 for a
declining balance during the
summer sessions is part of proposal C.
"We will be looking at the
menu, pricing and commission
structure closely," Henry Oh,
director of auxiliary services
said.
The company recommended
to the administration by the
committee will have a contract
until May 3 1, 1999.

The Pan American / Jenolfer Clemenle
Outside the UC Bulldlng, Brother Mike Wooten preaches to students who
stopped to listen to his message. Tuesday aftemoon, Wooten was encouraging
students to abstain from sex until they are married.

Students garner awards; Panorama released
the use of computers and software,
which are the basic elements of
Staff Reporter
design," said Rollins.
Several students received awards
Kathy Johnson took Best of
at a show featuring the best of the Class and first place for Invitation
communication department's and Magazine Spread.
Desktop Publishing class taught by
Awards categories were divided
Bob Rollins.
into Invitation, Business Package,
"The students have learned both Newsletter an_d Magazine Spread.
Kathy Clemente

"I am happy and had lots of fun
working on the projects." said
Johnson, Senior, journalism, " It
was kind of a struggle with the programs, but it is fun to get your
hands on the programs and learn
them."

See Students, p. 2

The Pan American Report Card: Making the Grade, Part 4:
Students per professor on par with other universities; Average GPA on the rise since UT merger
Meredith Markham
Editor

Some ways to judge the quality of education at a university are the number of
students per professor, the average semester GPA of the students and the number of
students making the Dean's List.
According to the 1995 UTPA Institutional Fact Book, UTPA falls a little short
of UTEP and UTSA in student-to-faculty
ratios.
UTPA has a ratio of 22. 8-to- I compared
to UTEP's 22.5-to- 1 and UTSA' s 2 1.1 -tol.
Comparatively speaking these ratios do
not have much of a difference and the resuits are inconclusive as to whether ornot
UTPA ranks better or worse than UTEP
or UTSA. If anything, it shows that UTPA
is about on par with those universities.
"I think being compared with them is
good because we are close to them on a

population basis," Neil Reike, assistant to quantitative examples of the improvethe president, said. "They also fall within ments taking place within the university.
the South Texas Border region."
"UTPA has strength quantitatively and
Rudolph Gomez, vice presiqualititatively," Gomez said. "An example
de nt of academic affairs,
of quantitatively, we have received many
funds from the state to support the sciconc urred
with
ences."
Reike.
t\ C ~0-1-'l>s
" W h a t
~O o\ 1,.~
The e ng ineering and science
those figures
~e ets\'-ie'-'c
buildings are examples of this sup\_\{\'~1,.~
~( )
~
port.
seem to suggest
is that all three
Some examples of qualitauni versities have
tively include the new mastried to use their facters and doctorat es and
ulty support money to
other programs.
stu,dent needs and have
•
"We are attracting qualused them well," Gomez
ity candidates from schools all
said. "What all three uniover the country," Gomez said.
versities must keep in mind is
UTPA's average student's grade point
that there is a decreasing amount o
f average has been on a steady increase
state aid and we need to spread it out ef- since 199 1 according to the 1995 Fact
fectively to meet the needs of the stu- Book.
dents."
"We are recruited by almost every maGomez went on to give qualitative and jor· employer in the States," Gomez said.

'3-~0

"We seem to be in an accelerated mode
since the changeover to the UT System. I
would see these figures as a good indicator that the students are taking the advantage to get a quality education."
In 1991, the undergraduate average was
2.38 points and the graduate average was
3.64 points. The total average for those
years was 2.47 points. In 1995, the undergraduate average dipped 0.02 point from
1994 to end up at 2.44 points. The graduate average, however, rose 0.06 point from
1994 to end up at 3.70 points. The total
average GPA for 1995 was 2.54.
This means th at th e average
UTPA undergraduate student has a high
'C' average, and that the average
UTPA graduate student ranks a 'B' average.
"I think the merger has encouraged faculty and students," Reike said. "I think the
image is changing and students are working harder and feeling good about them-

' '

I think the image is
changing and
students are
working harder and
feeling good about
themselves."
Neil Reike
Assistant to the President

selves. When you have that kind of attitude and you perceive that you are in a
good setting and working toward a degree
that you feel is worth something, it will
reflect in your work."
Overall, these statistics seem to portray
UTPA to be on a climb out of the image
problems it had in the earlier years before
the UT merger. Next week, the findings
in the series will be analyzed and reported
on with a grade given to UTPA.
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Students, from

Panorama staff members
Bob Carter of Copy Graphics. a Rodriguez, Gabrielle Lorenzo,
professional designer from Dallas, Michael Sanchez and Jimmy Garcia
were present at the preview.
judged the event.
Rodriguez, a senior majoring in
Brenda Rodriguez won honorable
mention for a two page Magazine communications, is co-editor of PanSpread. Juan Vento took honorable orama. She and her fellow staff memmention for Newsletter. Jane Lerma bers worked hard to prepare Panand Penny Riley also earned awards. orama. A total of I 0,000 issues were
Rollins staged the awards night to published.
"It was challenging and fun, and it
recognize the students in his class.
'This is an experience for students will benefit me with the different
and for them to be competitive," computer software I have learned,"
Rollins said. "The main purpose is Rodriguez said.
Rollins hopes students have
for students to be recognized."
Attendees were honored with a learned the tools to Desktop Publishsneak preview of this year's Pan- ing.
"Hopefully, the students have
orama magazine.
Rollins recognized the Panorama learned that the computer can be an
staff and the magazines were handed effective tool in Desktop Publishing,"
Rollins said.
out.

WOULD YOU LIKE TO BE PAID TO STUDY?
Check out a new course offered by Alpha!
COURSE DESCRIPTION

HOURS

Provide Plasma to earn
cash and save lives.

7 days a week - 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.

REQUIREMENTS
Age: 18 to 69
Weight: 110 lbs. Min.
Good health
Student I.D.
No history of hepetitis

1) Need extra money
2) Willingness to provide a
product that others need
3) Knowledge that you
cannot get AIDS from
providing plasma

EXPECTED COURSE RESULTS

TIME REQUIREMENTS

Extra money (up to $100 in 2 wks.)
Good grades & the satisfaction
of knowing that you have provided
a product that might help
save a life.

Approximately to hours.
twice a week

Kathy Clemente
Staff Writer

National
first
The
Estudiantil
Moveiemento
de
Chicano
Aztlan(M.E.Ch.A.) Conference took place in South Texas
in various places around campus.
"I think the location for the
conference is great because it
is in the center of the country,"
said John Lopes, a student
from Dallas.
Students from all over the
U.S. attended the conference
from April 11-14. Many events
were planned during the conference, such as the lighting of
the sacred fire and many other
educational sessions.
"In the workshops, there
were speakers, such as Dr.

Armando Navarro, organizers, the
author of M.A.Y.O., who talked
about events a long time ago and
related to how they are different
now. He also gave advice on how
to handle such occurrences by
adapting to the situation," said•
Gregory Flores, Lanview College.
This conference was was called
EI Sexto Sol: The Rebirth of Consciousness where the x ·icano
Mexicanos go back to their roots
''M.E.Ch.A. has been around for
about thirty years, and it is not
only to unify the people, but for
the Mechistas to be infonned of
the people who have made a difference and what can be done,"
said Lopes.
Another student's outlook of the
conference was a lesson on unity
of a raz,a (race).
..M.E.Ch.A. is the getting together of a race all over the coun-

try and talking about issues pertaining to us and what can we do,"
said Flores.
Many students from various colleges attended this event and expressed their opinions of
M.E.Ch.A. and the conference.
"I have experienced a lot, it has
opened my eyes and I am aware
of our culture's history," said
Monica Cortez, M.E.Ch.A member from Tucson Arizona.
Also a student expresses how
important it is to know your roots.
"It is important to know who we
are and where we came from and
if we don't know we are robbing
ourselves of what is ours," Lopes
said.
Two students from different universities express the importance of
uniting to achieve success.
..If we can't unite ourselves then
we can not unite the country and

then there is no way we can
fight the establishment,'' said
Flores.
''M.E.Ch.A. is unity, and at
the conference we are uniting,"
Areceli Flores, member o
M.E.Ch.A from Califomi
said. "I learned that it 'onl:r:
talces a step forward, we .must
do it for us and our her,nanns
and hermanas."
Claudia Cuerva, San Diego
California University, co-chair
of M.E.Ch.A in San Diego,
gave her perspective on thCi
conference.
..M.E.Ch.A. has reached
National level and we are liv
ing in history. I feel that at~
conferenee \lfe have accomplished something and that 8C'-,
tion will be talcen to improve
ourselves."

Reproductive Services

PREREQUISITE

6l!J SESAJIE DUIVE \\'ES'I' •

IIAHl,INGEN

In association with Adoptwn Affiliates

Proliding choices in Reproductive Health Cate
Pregnancy Testing • Problem Pregnancy Counseling
Pregnancy Termination (1st & 2nd 'Irimester)
Morning After 'lreatment
Family Planning/Birth Control Counseling
Speakers for Educational Programs • Adoption Services

FIRST DONATION• $20 with student 1.D.
Up to $100 in just 2 weeks!
Bring your books to Alpha Plasma
and Study while donating.
It's like being paid to study!

Sonia's 'Beauty Sfwp
lilll:EI Student Cut $5 • Regular Cut $7 IIIJIEI
Open Monday - Saturday • 8:30 a.m. to 6:30 p.m.
1603 W. University, Suite 5 • Edinburg

Permanent Perms on eye lashes

For Information Call:
(210) 428-6242 or (210) 428-6243
Valley: 1-800-464-1017 Mexico: 95-800-010-1287

ALPHA PLASMA CENTER• 102 S.16th St, McAllen• 682-415
-~7
\.H:.=

r=== ~=~=_=_=

National M.E.Ch.A. Conference a first at UTPA

$25
'We use ~al<jn Proaucts

380-2239

=_=~::::::::::==~~~~~=======i~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
littruedl,yiMTe.m& Department of Health

HIDALGO/WILLACY COUNTY
Office of Employment & Training

J:I -

RESTAURANT/ ENTERTAINMENT CENTER
OT-PAN -AM GREEK NIGH
EVERY THURSD AY

5

.
18 YEARS fiND OLDER WELCOME
DRAFT, BfiR DRINKS & WINE TILL 11 P.M.

<>~-

BC> I I LEI>
ICE A.LL ...,.IG.1-1-.■-

FREE fill you CfiN EfiT BUFFET fiT 8 P.M.
FREE VIDEO GAME PLAY 8 P.M. TILL 11 P.M.

~~ SfiTORDfiY ~~
~O[l]][w □ ~

~0~

A-T-T-E~N-T-1-0-N

--------- .J:J J:J

$..... TRAINING DOLLARS NOW AVAILABLE..... $
Hid~lgo ~ounty.Office of Employment & Training (JTPA) is currently seeking applicants in need
ofF~n~nc1al ~ss1~tance for Secondary Education, Universities, Community Colleges, Vocational
Trammg Iost1tuttons, Work Experience and/or On-the Job-Training:
Who may apply?

•

Persons needing two (2) years or less to obtain a degree or certification

•

Pers~ns interested in Vocational Training offered targeting top Demand Occupations

If any of the following criteria applies to you, you may qualify in any program offered by JTPA.

•
•
•

Terminated/Laid off or received notice of termination
Long-term unemployed (unemployed 15 or more of the last 26 weeks)
Have a financial need
Lacking significant work history

•

Occupational Skills Training may be provided ,!

* Auto Repair
* Health Services
* X-ray Technician
* Computer Systems
* State Government
* Carpenter

* Paralegal

ter, 120 N. 20th

~0@

CflStl!
IN CflStl Ii PltlZES • INCLUDING
No cover with UT-Pan flm 1.D. Ii STCC 1.D.
18 years Ii older welcome
75< Bfllt-DltlNKS Ii Draft 8-llpm
$2 one poQnd BQd. BQd Light
Ii Coors light all night

Data Processing
ccounting Services
herapy Assistant
Therapist
:!MJ.!,...~.-ii,oal Services
. itioning/Refrigeration

.l exas
t-......d.lID;~J11,il;1,li

7850!

-1121
Weslaco Center, 626 N. Texas Blvd.
Weslaco, Texas 78596

(210) 969-17-H

-----.;

Y Center, 588 N. Main
ondville, Texas 78580
689-3412
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UIH s
Business student chosen for Fellowship
will taJce three classes each

Kathy Clemente

month and attend seminars and
conferences relating to her major.
nly twenty students
Also included in the program are
nationwide were
field trips to Washington, D.C.,
chosen to participate in and New York City.
the Institute for International
"I am very excited that I will
Public Policy Fellowship
be able to attend the Olympic
Program(IIPP). Yessica
Games," Rodriguez said.
Rodriguez, a sophomore
The program is not limited to
majoring in International
the summer, she has the choice
Business, was chosen from this of taldng it during the semester,
university to take part in the
and it offers students a great
program.
opportunity for experience in
Rodriguez applied to the
their field. Rodriguez will spend
Hispanic Association of
the summer of her junior year at
Colleges and Universities for
another university, which she
, an internship in Washington.
will need to qualify for.
lpstead, she received an
Dora Saaverda, an assistant
it\'femship in Atlanta, Ga. With professor of communication,
herUPA of 3.8, Rodriguez was feels that Yessica has worked
a candidate in good standing.
hard and is deserving of attend"I am very excited, it is a
ing this program.
good opportunity to learn about
"It is a great tribute to her as a
my major and I want to take
student and a person, since she
advantage of it," Rodriguez
has overcome obstacles to get
said.
where she is at," Saaverda said.
Rodriguez will stay at Clark
Yesslca Rodriguez wlll
Atlanta University for two
Intern In Atlanta, Ga. this
months during the summer. She summer.
Staff Reporter

0

FINAL EXAMINA TION SCHEDUL E
Meeting Time
Thursday, May 2
*English 1301
7:45 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.
*English 130 I
9:45 a. m. • 11 :30 a.m.
All evening English
5:00 p.m. - 6:45 p.m.
1301 classes
Exam. Period

Friday, May 3
8:30a.m. - 10:15 a.m.
10:45 a.m.- 12:30 p.m.
I :00 p.m. - 2:45 p.m.

Math 1300 classes
Math 1334 classes
All Math 1340 classes

Monday, May 6
7:45 a.m. . 9:30 a.m.
9:45 a.m.- 11 :30 a.m.
12:45 p.m.- 2:30 p.m.
2:45 p.m.- 4:30 p.m.

MWF
MWF
TR
TR

Tuesday, May 7
TR
7:45 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.
MWF
9:45 a.m. • 11 :30 a.m.
MWF
12:45 p.m.• 2:30 p.m.
TR
2:45 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.

(7:45 - 9:00)
(8:45 - 9:35)
(12:45 - 1:35)
(4:00 - S: 15)

Wednesday, May 8
TR
7:45 a.m. • 9:30 a.m.
MWF
9:45 a.m. - 11 :30 a.m.
MWF
12:45 p.m.- 2:30 p.m.
MWF
2:45 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.

(10:35 - 11 :50)
(I :45 - 2:35)
(10:45 - 11 :35)
(2:45 - 3:35)

Thursday, May 9
MWF (9:45 -10:35)
7:45 a.m. • 9:30 a.m.
MWF (3:45 -4:35)
9:45 a.m. -11 :30 a.m.
TR (1 :10 -2:25)
12:45 p.m.- 2:30 p.m.

SATURDAY CLASSES: Examinations will be given at regular class lime on May 4.
EVENING CLASSES: Final exa.m.inations will be given at regular class time beginning on

Ill

,_--.,.....,a..

Thursday, May 2, 1996, and ending on Wednesday, May 8, 1996. (Classes beginning 4:30 p.m. or
after are considered evening classes).
•Specific English 1301 Day Schedule to be announced by instructor.
NOTE: Examinations should be given only at the time designated. If an exa.m.ination needs to
be shifted from the scheduled time, prior approval by the appropriate school dean is required.
Examinations for double period classes should be given at the time scheduled for the first hour the
class meets.

EtPAT O

~'~
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MEXICAN FOOD TO GO
VALLEY-WIDE

"6$'tf.T!Rf.W't

Specializing in handmade tortillas
Mrs. G's homemade recipes
All food made fresh daily on prelJlises

;. WHITE FLOUR

: PATOS
TRY 'EM,
YOU'LL LOVE 'EM

CALL AHEAD
FOR FASTER SERVICE!

OPEN DAILY 7 A.M. SUNDAY 8 A.M.

(7:45 - 8:35)
(11 :45 - 12:35)
(9: 10 - 10:25)
(2:35 - 3:50)

Mexican. 'tood

e
,

Lunch Express • Monday - Friday• 11 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Plate lunch, tripas, mollejas, camitas, came guisada
a daily special • All lunches served with chips
& hot sauce.

'

$3.50

10% Discount with lITPA 1.0 .
Fresh Homemade Com & Flower Tortillas.

ACROSS FROM UTPA

102 South 23rd. Street• McAllen
Orders to o ! • 682-1308

EDINBURG . . . . 383-0725

Check Local Listings!

,:·1·.- r
J

(BEHIND PIZZA HUT)

MALE DAN CER S

"As Seen On Playgirl & Chippendales"

~~

==~~ 8

$

$

FRIDAY 26th -• 6PM-1 0:30

$

!Ill. ~l§ifT

$

N<> Ce>"V er Till 10
S ecials Not Valid For Dancers Show

Remember we'll have lots of
USED books for Summer
school.

TUE SDA YS
Kbll0 :X INTER NAE?IB NA.b
UTPA STllDENTS NO COVER ALL NIGHT
75¢ Drinks 75¢ Beer B - 10 PM
Kbl1B ~ ALTERNATIVE Ll:VB INTERNATIONAL

INTERNAEIENAb NIGHT IWtlACIII KARAOKE
MEJORMUSlr.AENESPANOL

BestOfMTVs 120Minutes The. Best
. OF.

{

We buy
books all
year round.

Free Cotton Candy while
you SELL your books.
Mon. -Thurs. May 6-9.

We also
carry STTC
academic
books.
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Adrian Valerio and Rick Hartman present their

~,is & tntt?.,ialnmt?.nl.
Thespians sing sweetly in latest
production 'Secret Garden'
Lydia Puente
Arts and Entertainment Editor

It perhaps fitting that the first
play I saw at the University Theatre was the musical "Little Shop
of Horrors" and the last play I will
see as a student , "The Secret Garden," is also a musical.
After watching "Horrors," I
thought the theatre
troupe couldn't
possibly put on a
better musical
production.
While
they
haven't surpassed
their work, they have built on it
with this fine production.
"The Secret Garden," written by
Marsha Norman with music by
Lucy Simon, tells the tale of Mary
Lennox, a precocious young girl
who is taken from her home in India to her uncle Archibald's house
in England after her parents die
from cholera. Mary learns of the

great sadness that permeates the
home since Archibald's wife Lily
died. She soon sets about to help
heal Archibald and his son, the
sickly Colin.
Twelve-year-old Rebecca Monroe, who portrays Mary, adds her
sweet voice and shows maturity in
this difficult role.
Martha, a chambermaid who befriends Mary
and gives her
hope,
is
played
cheekily in
a wonderful
performance
from Charlci
Conatser.
Theater veteran
Pamela
Zapolsky lends her powerful voice
to the role of Lily.
Charlie Mann is quite good in his
performance as the young Colin.
Most surprising is the performance of Jeff Marquis, who por-

W
\I/

ceed 40 inches in any dimension.
The art will be judged from 35 mm
slides. Amaximumofthree works
may be entered by each artist. The
entry fee is $10 per artist.
Artist Jesus Bautista Moroles,
whose sculptures have earned both
national and international recognition, w'ill be the juror.
Each artist will be responsible
for all shipping costs for accepted
works. A minimum of $1,500 cash
or purchase prizes will be awarded

Episcopal

Canterbury Association

Holy Communion - Chapel of the Lord's Prayer
Followed by Free Lunch - 1st Wednesday & 3rd Tuesday
Noon
(210) 428-4111

trays the role of Archibald. While
I have seen this actor's great comic
timing in other roles, I had yet to
see his musical performance. Marquis, who plays the role with vigor,
has a spectacular voice that added
greatly to his performance.
While the musical is sentimental in nature and could cause a few
tears for the ladies, it is a terrific
production that is a wonderful ending to the University Theatre's
Mainstage season.
The University Theatre presents
'The Secret Garden" at 8 p.m. tonight through Saturday and at 2
p.m. on Sunday. Admission is free
for students faculty and staff with
validated I.D. General admission
is $10 and tickets can be purchased
at the University Box Office. Latecomers and children under 3rd
grade will not be admitted.
For more information, call the
University Box Office at 3813583.

His & Hers Salon

No appointment
necessary

"Introducing a New Stylist"

Gloria Lopez
"Introducing Nail Technician"
Carmen Moreno

at the opening ceremony, and one
or two artists may be selected for
museum exhibitions.
Terry Melton, executive director
ofMIM, said the show is organized
to recognize talented artists in the
Texas and Northern Mexico region.
_ Entry forms can be obtained at
the museum front desk, or they can
be requested by mail. For more
information,contact the Musuem at
682-1564.

i

Mon-Sat • 9-6

JJ

1108 - i\. S. Closner
Edinburg * 381 - 8705

p.m.

tomorrow. Call 618-3801 for more information.

things like this it's telling them it's
okay and it's not their fault."
He said it is also a goal to show
Valley residents the diversity of
people who have this disease.
"We have all walks of life," he
said. "We have housewives, children and heterosexual men in our
group."
He said their goal is to also
change the attitude that surrounds
the scene of AIDS.
"Many of my clients have the
fear that if they admit they have
the disease, someone will think
'Oh you must be a prostitute or
you must be gay,"' he said. "They

Lydia Puente
Arts and Entertainment Editor

Creating awareness and celebrating love are the goals of the
production of "Copycats" which
will be presented 7 p .m. tomorrow and Saturday in the Media
Theater.
Sponsored by the communications department, the show is a
combination educational seminar
and entertainment show. The
show will feature educational information about AIDS and female
impersonators performing as such
artists as Madonna, Tina Turner,
Diana Ross, Selena to name a few.
The show also will feature "Portraits of the Valley" a photographic exhibit of Valley residents
who are living with AIDS.
Tickets, which are $5, are available at the Valley AIDS Council
office, or at Klub X in McAllen.
The show is a benefit for
Corazones Unidos, a social support group for people with AIDS.
Frank Mendez, coordinato,r of
"Copycats" and a counselor for
the group, said they hope to raise
awareness and hope for everyone
with this disease.
"We want to bring awareness
out in a different type of light with
entertainment," he said.
Mendez, who is HN positive,
said the Valley has changed much
since he first went public with his
diagnosis.
"When I first came out, people
were mean, slamming doors in my

Marlsela's Ropa Usada
Now Buying Us.ed Levis Jea~s &.
'

Name Brand Used Tennis Shoe·s .
Come By For Quick Cash!

The Pan American/ Liza Longoria

Performer Jelizza Landro
as Selena
face and refusing to shake my
hand," he said, "but now I meet
people everyday who are supportive and caring about what we are
trying to do."
As evidence of this support, he
points to the recent crowds that attended the exhibit of the AIDS
Quilt at the UTPA Fieldhouse.
"We were in shock with the
crowds," he said. "We expected
maybe 1,000 people but the presentation attracted well over 3,000
people."
He said with this show he wants
to show his peers that it's okay to
come out and admit being HIV
positive.
"The thing I sensed from my
peers is a fear," he said. "I think
the community responding to

think they would be better off to
keep it private."
He said he hopes these events,
give people with AIDS a sense of
hope.
He said their group also hopes
to show people AIDS can hit everyone.
"Down here, people still have
the attitude that 'This is the Valley; it can't happen here,' but it
can and it has," he said.
Mendez said people need to arm
themselves against this disease by
educating themselves.
"We always hope fornew medicines and maybe a cure for this
disease," he said, "but we can't
rely on that. Now, the only weapon
we have is education."
For more information or tickets
call Debbie Santana at 668-1155
or Mendez at 584-0488.

HILDAGO COUNTY WOMEN'~ LEGALALLIANCE

I

FOR INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT: ·
ROSARIO ENRIQUEZ 585-7365
RENEE M. LIVESAY 630-6426

2245 Austin
McAllen, TX 78501

(210) 631-1244

STUDIO STYLES

Sublime will present Sunrise #011 a ra"Ye beginning at 8

Artists gather together to educate

Local museum to sponsor art contest
The McAllen International Museum is sponsoring North of the
Border, Sur de la Frontera, a juried
art exhibition of small works, open
to artists aged 18 and over, currently residing in the states of
Texas, Tamaulipas, Nuevo Leon,
and Coahuila. The deadline for
slides is May 3. The exhibition of
accepted works will open July 25.
All media are eligible. Works
must be original, completed in the
past two years and should not ex-

BFA exhibits in

the Clark Gallery in the Fine Arts Building until tomorrow.
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The University of Texas - Pan American
Alternative Certification Program
Thinking About a Career in Teaching?
The Alternative Certification Program (ACP) at UTPA
offers college graduates an opportunity to become classroom
teachers in Valley school districts ranging from Mercedes to
Roma. Qualified applicants will complete from 9 to 18 credit
hours beginning in Summer, 1996. After all prerequisites are met,
a paid internship may begin in Fall of 1996. Field supervision and
mentoring are key components of the two semesters of internship.

Interns must meet strict entry standards:
1. Apply for admission to UTPA no later than April 15, 1996.
2. Bachelor's degree from an accredited institution
3. Minimum GPA of 2.5 on a 4.0 scale,
4. Enough courses in key fields (usually 24 hours)
to meet certification requirements,
5. College Algebra with a grade of "C" or higher.

High demand exists for ACP interns in:
• Special Education
• Elementary-Bilingual
• Secondary-Math, Science

Begin Teaching in Fall 1996
with Fu_ll Salary and Benefits!

Surprise your folks.

Discover more about the ACP route to a teaching career
by attending the next FREE orientation meeting:

When you stay awake in class, you tend to learn more. (Unless you have an uncanny
talent of learning through osmosis.) So don't let fatigue get in the way of your A, Revive
with Vivarin®. One tablet has the same amount of caffeine as about two cups of coffee.
And it's just as safe. Hey, anything is possible, if you're up for it.

Friday, May 3, 1996
at 6:00 p.m.
College of Education-Room 119
For more information, contact the ACP:

The Alternative Certification Program
b ~ Sm,tltKI,,.. a..c.hem
01995 ~

Consumjtr Healthcare

Use only as directed

Revive with Viva rin!

College of Education, Room 142
1201 West University Drive
Edinburg, Texas 78539
(210) 381-3486
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Currents and Classics

If you did not go to the Pam

Mark M. Milam
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"Flirting with Disaster" 1996
Miramax Films
Directed & Written by David
0. Russell
the night his son serves acid dosed investigator who is committed to
Ben Stiller, Alan Alda, Mary
chicken to their guest. On a "Cur- his honor and duty, both as an ofTyler Moore
rents and Classics" rating scale of ficer and a Mexican citizen. Yet
Ben Stiller is Mel, a man with a
good life and all the trappings of
life. He has a beautiful wife, a new
baby, a good job, and loving parents ... except they are not his real
parents! Yes, Mel was adopted, and
this is creating havoc in his perfect world. So, he sets off on a journey, more like a quest, to discover
the missing link to his creation.
Somehow the quest turns into a
nightmare, one dead end after another... resulting in akward situations and embarassing moments
for all involved. This might be
okay as his final resolution, except
that he keeps getting sent in a new
direction. Despite the pleas of his
wife and reason, the trek continues.
This film is loaded with star talent. Each actor contributes a slice
of his style and chann leaving the
film full of humor and intrigue.
With a storyline that races through
a wild series of events and characters, the audience is kept on the
edge of their seats. The highlight
·of the film is the perfonnances by
Mary Tyler Moore and Alan Alda,
who play their respective parent
part to the hilt... Alda is excellent
as the acid dealing dad who flees

@

I to l 0, I give "Flirting with Di- Vargas' mistakes and lack of unsaster" ( 1996) an 8.
derstanding almost push him into
the evil that has already consumed
"Touch of Evil" 1958
so many.
Universal Pictures
Welles is perfect as the overweight, self-righteous chief who is
Directed by Orson Welles
Written by Orson Welles & regarded as a legend by those who
work with him. As Hank Quinlan,
Whit Masterson (Novel)
landed a role that was modWelles
Charlton Heston, Janet
the time and experiences
by
eled
Leigh, Orson Welles
he had lived. Quinlan is a washedhas been, someone who disreup
In recent years, film critics and
those around him and lost
garded
scholars have cited this low budtouch.
common
his
get, B-rated production as one of
Sprinkled across the screen is a
the finest examples of film noir.
of Welles' faithful and
sampling
The film is also another example
including Joseph
friends,
talented
of the depth and brilliance of one
and Zsa
Dietrich,
Marlene
Cotten,
of America's premiere filmmakers,
Gabor. With Janet Leigh carthe iconoclastic Orson Welles. It Zsa
a heavy load as Vargas wife,
rying
seems fitting that the man who
the stubborn, typical YanSusan,
changed the dynamics of film and
and she is
American,
kee
the art of directing with his masterpiece, "Citizen Kane" (1941) wonderful...lt is a shame to consider that Orson Welles was almost
should also make the best B-movie
passed by as director. He was hired
with "Touch of Evil" (1958).
an actor, and the pressure of risas
When a mysterious death occurs
ing star Heston sealed his position
along the U.S.-Mexico border, an
upstanding narcotics investigator as director of this timeless classic.
"Touch of Evil" would not be the
and a crooked police chief come
of
in conflict. More than a battle of gem that it is without the Touch
Clasand
"Current
a
On
Welles.
evil, the conflict draws the lines
sics" rating scale, I give "Touch of
between right and wrong.
(1958) a 10 .
Evil"
Charlton Heston is Vargas, the

Tillis concert, you missed a great
one. The concert was held at the
Field House Saturday. Despite a
not-so-great turnout, the fans that
were there seemed to enjoy themse! ves very much. Opening for
Pam Tillis were Crossfire and Lee
Roy Parnell. Crossfire played first
and entertained the fans for half an
hour.
Lee Roy Parnell played next.
Pam Tillis joined him in singing
"Heart's Desire," his number one
song on the counrty charts, and
their duo was great.
When Pam Tillis came out for
her portion of the concert, the fans
went crazy. She is a great singer
and entertainer, and she has a sense
of humor. She mentioned that she
is half Cherokee and her Indian
name is running mascara.
Halfway through "Don't Tell Me
What To Do," she held what she
called Star Search. She invited audience members to the stage to
help with the song she was singing. Several hands shot into the air,
and the lucky girl was Victoria
Romero, a music major. Pam Tillis
adjusted the microphone for her
and left her alone to sing. Romero
sang the first line of the song, the
crowd liked what they heard and
they cheered her on.
The Pan American/Reina Martinez
Despite the low turnout, it was a Pam Tillis teases the crowd with her stage antics.
great concert. - Reina Martinez

UTPA
STUDENT HEALTH SERVICES

APRIL
SPECIALS

STARS

1205 S. Closner • Edinburg • 383-5388
Across from HEB on Bus. 281

Member of the American College Health Association
102S.2ndAve ~~®
Edinburg, Texas ~ ©J

O

"1)~"1)R 618N 10th
6 \ll) 6 ~ McAlle~, Texas

Office Hours:

Medical Services:

Mondays thru Fridays
8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Tuesdays 8 a.m. - 7:30 p.m.

Mondays thru Fridays
8:30 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Tuesdays 8:30 a.m. - 7 p.m.

FREE HIV TESTING
Student/Faculty/Staff

EXTRA SAVINGS WITH SUB CLUB CARDS
DOUBLE STAMP DAYS SUNDAYS & TUESDAYS

Mon. 9 a.m. - noon 1-3 p.m.
Fri. 9 a.m. -11 :30 a.m.
Confidentially Anonymous

EVENING CLINIC
COME IN FOR YOUR 10%
STUDENT OR FACULTY
CARD (not with discounted offers)

.
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LARGE BURGER COMBO
Large Hamburger
Reg. Fries & 20 oz. Drink
SIZE IT UPI Large Fries,
Large Drink $3.19

.
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LARGE BURGER

Every Thesday

Fresh

FREE patient consultation with physician.

Having a Party? Call for your Party. Subs or Party
Platters. Please Give 24 Hrs. Notice

•
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Th~se low price specials show our appreciation for your
busmess. Thank you for stopping by our store.
Cash only, no bills over $20

Laboratory
Pharmacy
Insurance

99¢

Banana
Split 99¢

physician assistants and n urse practition ers
for all currently enrolled UTPA students.
Immunizations, including ChJcken Pox Vaccine

INEW LOWER MENU PRICES! ..:·:~~::,:.

Sun. • Thure. 10 a ..m. - 11 p.m.
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I
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Confidential Pregnancy Testing
Sexually Transmitted Disease Informa tion
PAP Smears
Contraceptive Information
Medical Treatment For: colds, flu , sore throats, ear
aches, gynecological problems, urinary tract problems,
digestive tract problems, minor injurtes

Located in Emilia Schunior Ramirez Hall, Room I03
For more information call 381-2511

For a limited Time

HAZELWO OD
VETERANS
STUDENTS
e enlilled lo

N DS

AVAILABLE AT

MYTH ADVENTURES
3000 N. 10th. St., Ste. C, McAllen 78501

687-3104
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Farewell to the 'Greek', a sports legend
ven the most astute fleeted in Snyder's gambling
odds makers will pre- parlor, The Vegas Turf and
diet with certainty that Sportsroom. In 1962, the gov·•
one day your luck will emment ,via U.S. Attorney Genrun out. For the infamous com- era! Robert Kennedy's crusade
mentator Jimmy 'The Greek' against organized crime, shutSnyder that day was Sunday, down Snyder's operation ... he
May 21. Snyder, 76, died of was giving out odds to a friend
heart failure at a Las Vegas hos- over the club's telephone, an act
that cost him $50,000 and his
pital.
A true character, Snyder gaming business.
without his passion
helped pave a road for today's
and business, Snyder
outlandish sports coverage and
started writing an odds
commentators. With a talent for
column for a Las Vegas
picking odds and off-beat, loud- .••
mouthed opinions, Snyder paper which thrust him into the
emerged from Las Vegas to be- national scene. As an oqds
come one of the most colorful maker, there was no one better
and prominent figures in sports. than Jimmy 'The Greek' - he
The strange, twisted saga of picked 18 of 21 Super Bowl
Snyder began in Las Vegas in winners, quite a feat when you
the l 950's. In the golden era of consider this was during the
the gl!-mbling mecca, Snyder years of competitive championwas a small time gambler/ odds ships. Never afraid to step out
maker. The success he was to of the lines, Snyder stature and
discover was eventually re- reputation grew to the point that

E

Left
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Mark M. Milam

he was a recognized expert on
sport issues.
It was this type of expert advice that cost him a lifetime career and its accompanying fame.
In 1988, a Washington television station seeking commen ts on Martin
Luther King's birthday, sought out
Snyder and his
perspective.
Under the
influence of
drink and
feeling a bit
lightheaded
Snyder mouthed off about
black athletes and the legacy of
slave owners in relationship to
sports.

He accurately stated that slave
owners had used selective
breeding to create a stronger
slave - a slave that could work
longer and harder in the fields.
As Snyder highlighted,
this genetic structuring
had led to the superiority of black
athletes. In his
opinion, if blacks
were to take over
jobs,
coaching
"there's not to be anything left for white
people."
While his comments had
historical validity, it did little to
calm the fire storm of public
opinion directed at the commentator and his employer, CBS
Sports. Despite a sincere apol-

ogy, CBS Sports immediately
fired Snyder and forced him
out... a position which CBS still
seems to follow, just ask golf
commentator, Ben Wright.
Never able to live down his
truthful, caustic remarks, Snyder
returned to Las Vegas and faded
into relative obscurity. The exception to his isolation was how
often his name was recalled
when the debate centered on political correctness and its role in
sports.
immy 'The Greek'
Snyder knew everyhing about the PC
and the evils
movement
··•
it could unleash many
years before it became fashionable amongst the media and social revisionists. My wish is that
Snyder realized that he was not
the only unfortunate victim of
having loose lips and wild-eyed
ideas in an eggshell world where

it is more proper to be correct
than truthful... and there is a difference in case you forgot!
So farewell my fellow sports
commentator, gambler, and
free-thinker! I hope there are
sport books wherever that you
may be, and I hope that your
credit is as good as it was in Vegas!
Yes, Jimmy 'The Greek' has
died and is no longer with us ...
but I have to wonder, is it possible that he was killed off many
years ago and all that remained
of him was an empty shell of a
man whose great soul had been
trashed and stomped by the
forces of political correctness ...
Yes, I believe that is the truth,
so I will do my part and keep
watching the spreads in sweet
memory of Jimmy 'The Greek'
Snyder. May he rest in peace!

Another excuse
for a party?

WHAT
HOLJVA'Y

AR'f: THEY
C.E!EBf:A.TIN~?

Every year at this time, the residents of the
valley celebrate a thing called Cinco de Mayo, or
rather the Mexican victory over French troops at
Puebla near Mexico City in 1862.
Why?
We know and understand the importance of
one's heritage and roots, those are the foundations of us all and they should be cherished.
However, when a party, an outside party,
mostly citizens of the United States, make a
bigger deal out of the celebration than the
citizens of the country it directly relates
to, Mexico, then questions for the validity
of the holiday are raised.
France's Independence Day, Bastille
Day, is not as big in the United States
as it is in France. Well, of course, that
is a French thing.
Is Cinco de Mayo just an excuse to
throw another party in the valley?
Maybe so, but its OK. Just don't
forget, that most of us are citizens
of the most powerful nation in the
world, and it has an independence
day also.
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Racism, a part
of life
I would like to respond to Kathy
Clemente's article on racism in the
April 18 Pan American. In her article
she brought up some issues and other
data that needs clarification. Racism
has been and always will be a part of
our society.
First, she has some of her facts
quite wrong. Texas was never a state
of Mexico. That was one of the
complaints most often voiced by the
Texas settlers. Stephen F. Austin
fought long and hard to gain the
representation that came with
statehood with little success. Texas
did not become a state until 1845
when it joined the United States of
America.
Racism has popped up in each of
the four countries that I have had the
opportunity to live in. The only
difference is that in certain groups it
is not only accepted, but encouraged.
One such case is the M.E.Ch.A.
Conference held on The University
of Texas Pan American Campus.
Each time I walked past the COAS
building, I could see and hear Racism
in the T·shirts being sold and the

ideas expressed by the speakers.
Some will say, "But we're a minority
and are only showing pride in our
race." I will tell you that any type of
racism is ignorant and dangerous.
Once you take the first step to
identify yourself with race it becomes
easier to put all other races down.
Most people refuse to see racism
within themselves. They are merely
doing what comes naturally and what
they were taught from childhood. It
is not easy to face the evil within
oneself. As long as we continue to
endorse racism and continue to deny
its existence or explain it away, it will
remain a part of our society and will
hinder our development..
Jose P. Calillo
Political Science Major

'Hispanic' not
derogatory
Regarding Kathy Clemente's letter
"Racist Attitudes Rampant on
Campus," (The Pan American, April
18). The word "rampant" may make
a reader imagine that on the UTPA

campus, there are gangs of racist
"Hispanic" thugs roaming around,
shouting racial epithets and obscenities while looking for members of
other ethnic minorities to lynch them
and "hang'em high."
Labeling a person as "Hispanic"
does not mean she or he was born in
Spain or pretends to be a Spaniard. It
means that the person is probably a
mestiza and probably speaks Spanish
but not necessarily. To mention the
word "Hispanic" occasionally on
campus is not enough reason to call it
a "rampant" racial attitude. Another
main reason to label someone a
"Hispanic on campus, is for language
and statistical•related reasons, not for
'rampant' racial attitudes."
There is no malice intended in
labeling someone as "Hispanic."
Spanish and Portuguese are Romance
languages, derived from Latin.
Unfortunately, many people do not
seem to know the difference and may
assume that all Latin people are
Hispanic. Human life is full of
misunderstandings. At least we
should understand that. But we
cannot expect everyone else to be an
expert in ethnicity, linguistics and
diplomatic etiquette.
I have not seen a local MexicanAmerican, a Chicano, a Cholo, an

Ese, a Bato, or whatever we are
calling ourselves this week, pretend
to be a Spaniard. Spain provided us
with a beautiful language and culture
but we do not pretend to be Span·
iards. I like Spanish so much that I
am getting my minor in it.
I was born in Mexico, but I have
much appreciation and respect for
Spain. If the Spaniards and French
had not come to America and mixed
with the Huasteco Mexican natives, I
might not have been born.
It is understandable that Ms.
Clemente gets upset because she is
ethnically mislabeled. As she
mentioned, she is "Portugese•
American." "I am proud to be a
Portuguese American, and I get upset
when someone labels me as His•
panic," she said. She is right to be
proud of being from Portuguese
ancestry. Portugal has contributed
greatly to navigational discoveries,
and many other areas, including
music. In Brazil, a former Portu•
guese colony, Portuguese is predominantly spoken language. Portuguese
is a beautiful language, especially
when it is spoken by a nice lady.
Listening to the song Lisboa Antigua,
one can get a mystic feeling of what

See letters, p. 7
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it would be like to visit Lisbon,
Portugal's legendary capital.
People often make unconscious remarks that could be perceived as racial. Ms. Clemente said, "I can't figure out why people with dark brown
hair and dark eyes are always considered Hispanics."
"Always considered?" By whom?
She did not specify. One could sec that
statement as one with racial overtones.
To some, it can imply that to be "Hispanic," one cannot, or should not have
"dark brown hair" and "dark eyes."
Ms. Clemente probably did not mean
her statement to have a racial overtone.
But this is an example of seeing what
one really wants to see in a statement.
Therefore, the word "Hispanic" falls
in the same category; it is not aderoga-

Open: Tues• Fri
9 a.m. • 6 p.m.
Sat. by Appl.
Closed Mondays

tory name or label with a rampantly
racial connotation.
The Moors, a North African people
mostly with dark skin, influenced Spain
for centuries. The Moors and Spaniards often intermarried; but they were
expelled from Spain in 1492, the same
year Christopher "Wrong Way" Columbus, who sailed from Portugal,
came to America. Today, there are
many Spaniards with Moorish background and dark skin. The song
Granada, by Agustin Lara, personifies the city of Granada, Spain as a
woman.
Its lyrics read, " ... mujer que

Disappointing
rhetoric

I write this letter to express my personal disappointm ent at The Pan
American and at one of its writers,
Kathy Clemente.
In one of last weeks editorials written by Ms. Clemente, entitled " Racists
Attitudes Rampant on Campus", Kathy
Clemente describes certain attitudes
and situations she considers racist
throughout the Valley and on campus.
One of the issues Ms. Clemente alluded
conse rva el hechiZo de Los ojos to, no doubt, the 1996 M.E.Ch.A. Namoros. "? In English, ' ... woman who tional Conference. Well, I have to be
inherited (or perpetuates) the enchant- blunt in saying that Ms. Clemente has
ment of the Moorish eyes." The Span- no knowledge about what she is talkiards carried-on the Moorish influence ing about.
First of all, I found it ironic that we
to the American continent. The Spaniards also intermarried with the brown- were acknowledged as racist when the
skinnedAmer ican natives. That is why icon on the front page, which adverin the Rio Grande Valley, one sees tised the editorial in question, was a
many ''Hispanics" with "dark brown stereotypical silhouette of a figure in a
Secondly, Ms.
traje de charo.
hair and dark eyes."
Clemente's rhetoric had tones of racJose M. Pulido ism itself.
Communica tions Major
She mentioned that she was offended
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when she was mistaken for a "Hispanic". Well, on behalf of everyone
in the Valley who ever made such a
mistake, we're sorry. Whoever made
such a mistake, certainly didn't mean
to offend you, and, certainly, they
didn't think you would be so disgusted.
Ms. Clemente also wrote how there
should be more conferences about being an "American". Well, our citizenship may be as Americans, but that is
not o ur individual ethenicty as
Chicanos. And no matter how much
some of us try to Anglicize ourselves
to fit the perfect "American" model,
we will always be Mexicans.
So the question is what is
Clemente's definition of an American?
From what she wrote, it sounds like
Pat Buchanan 's definition, which
states real Americans should speak
only English and eat American foods
like hot dogs and hamburgers.
Clemente also has no idea about the
history of this region or the people that
surround her. TheM.E.Ch.A . Conference honored those who have changed
society and made life easier for the
Chicano/Mex icano. Without those
individuals and organization s like
M.E.Ch.A., Mexicans would not evei.
have the opportunity for a better life
through education or the right to have
an objective electoral vote.
Another objective of the conference
was to unite this generation of social
activists. Right now we are in a distressing atmosphere of minority and
immigrant bashing, and we are just try-
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Mexican Food

,

Authentic

321 W. UNIVERSIT Y OR_

EDINBURG

I

383-0521

GRA NDE

_ _J

~~r:;~p~d~rocc.
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Special Monterrey Trip
May 25 & 26...... . . ..... .

$69 pp'dbl. occ.

"Acapulc o"!
June 23 -30................ .. $36Qpp/dbl. occ.
(S:l".99 reg. pncc)
x Day Monterrey June 15, S:&9 pp/dbl.occ.

"Puerto Vallarta/Gua dalajara... "

August 18-25 ..... $3"9 pp/dbl.ace.
($3.99 reg. price)

r ,.

!PJ!E 'Y l 1! jCheck out the new Specials!

"Casin o Time"
May l l/Sa1.. ... only$16.99 ppldbl.occ.

Bill Snyde r, M.D.
Orthopa edic Surgeon

IJ--- ----- -7

Specializing in arthroscopic reconstruction
of fhe shoulder and knee.

l PADR_ES VS. METS"
I Aug. 17... &Monterrey
18

Outpatient Surgery for Adults and Children
Athletic Injury Fracture Core
Joint Replacemen ts On·The-Job Injuries
2nd Opinion Consultations X Ray

11

BATTER UP. ..
in

;~~ I
I
pp/dbl.occ.

~ c0~~e~H~I:_ _g ~~ _J
ATIN: S25 pp. dopom ii acoepledl, or cry ...- montllly
illlllllmmt plln, ml before you~ ii.. You'leMfor
)'OW-!

CAU. IN AND RESERVE EARLY
Tour lncludN: Fl'N plc:lwp, n,uncl trip by dl!IID
IIIOtorcoecfl.Nnglllltourguldea, 111cllll9110111

320 Lindberg Center, McAllen
Tel. 210. 686. 2669
CONVENIENT APPOINTMENT SCHEDULING. DAY AND EVENING HOURS.

~ Alltoura.""'- ... • -

CtlOOSE TtlE APAR.TMENT COMMUNITY
TMAT OFFER.S SO MOCtl MOR.E ...
* Luxurious I, 2 and 3 bedroom
* 2 swimmina pools
* Tennis courts

* Family and adult
BeciutifuDy landSC'.4)ped
* Close to schoolsWalk fo O.IPA
* Cabana with &r-B-9 Pits
* On-sife manaaemenf*

STARTING AT $370
Office open 7 days a week

Calling someone
Hispanic is not
racism
In response to an article in The Pan
American by Kathy Clemente in titled
"Racist attitudes rampant on campus",
I would like to make the folic
Let me be the first to say this as
nicely as possible, "GET A GRIP".
Just because someone mistakes you for
an Hispanic does not mean they are attempting to insult you or are racist. The
fact is that most people will at first classify you according to your appearance.
This though is not an attempt to mock
you or your race. I have yet to encounter any form of racism on our campus,
but that is not to say it does not exist I
am just saying that it does not exist in
the fonn you have point out.

Oppo rtuni ties who

305 North Montevideo Apt.17
Edinburg, Texas 78539

10% Discount
with UTPA I.D.
(Dine in or
Carry-out )

ing to say that it is okay to stand up and
be proud of who you are. But it is also
our firm belief that those of us who are
in the position to make a difference,
should; and those who have some
power to speak, should speak on behalf
of those that have no power at all. So
the next time Ms. Clemente has a problem with a group or an organization, she
should understand and respect the situation better, instead of writing a rambling opinion ten seconds before deadline.
Ray Quiroga
Anthropology Jr.

24-hour emeraency
maintenance
Courtesy patrol

l::L BOSQl 1E .\P.\R DIE\ IS

1609 West Schunior
Edinburg

383 -83 82 • 383 -61 62

High School Juniors. Seniors and Graduates
qualify. may fill vacant positions in the Texas Army
National Guard_ About $20,000 in salary and education

assistance includes:
• Tiie Montgome ry GI Bill
• Paid Job Skill Training
• Hands-On Experience
H you qualify for the Montgome ry GI Bill. you can
earn up to $190 a month for 36 months provided you
are a full-time student. For more infonnatio n about
the Texas Army National Guard and additional benefits, call today!
TEXAS

SFC Juan Longoria
210-318-0253

lil1 Americans At Their Best
TI,e Anny

National Guard ;. an Equal Oppon,anity Emc,loyer.

•

Please get a life, and get over the fact
that people mistake you for an Hispanic. In the valley the majority is
Hispanic and that is probably why this
mistake occur.,;. Its not an attempt to
begin some racist war it's just a simple
mistake that can happen here in a population of an Hispanic majority.
As a freshman you probably are unaware of the fact that you are here to
gain an education, and not here to
merely sit around wondering why
people don't see that your a Portuguese
American. Pan American is a wonderful University and it does not need students like you attempting to ruin its
reputation. If you feel that you have to
much time on your hands maybe you
should try opening a book, and quit
making ridiculous accusations.

John P. Calvillo, CPhT
Senior, Biology major

CLASSIFIEDS
Computerized, type-editing on term
papers, etc. 664-2922.
WILDLIFE /CONSERV ATION
JOBS. Game Wardens, security, maintenance, etc. No experience necessary.
Now hiring. For info call (219)79400IOext. 7701.8a.m.1010 p.m. 7 days.
FOR SALE: Dallas Cowboys championship caps: Locker room Super
Bowl Ill and leather type. Jerseys. Call
me at 630-0387 ask for AL.
FOR RENT: Two houses ( 1-3 bedroom) and (1 -1 bedroom). Call 3819778.

kinko•s
the copy center
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Class Schedule Changes
SUMMER I 1996
ADDENDUM
COLLEGE OF BUS INESS

10510 ECO -3355-01 ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
TBA
TBA

PAGAN

10521 ENGR-3101-01 ENGR PROJECTS LAB II
TBA
TBA
10522 ENGR-3101-02 ENGR PROJECTS LAB II
TBA
TBA

WELLS

CANCELLED CLASSES

COLLEGE OF EDUCATION

10501 EDEC-4393-02 CULT DIM-EARLY CHILDHOOD DOWEL
MTWRF
ll:05AM-12:35PM
EDCC 216

10138
10165
COMMUNICATIONS RESEARCH
MONTA
11:05AM-12:35PM
COAS 161 ,
GENRE STOY-MASS MEDIA
STRON
ll:05AM- 12:35PM
COAS 175
HIST MEXICAN CULTURE HERNANDEZ
12 : 45PM-02:15PM
LIBA 119

10167
10170
10174

-6323-01 PROB IN TEACHING READ
CANCELLED
ED -6329-01 DIAG TEACH OF READING
CANCELLED
EDCI-4307-01 SEC PRESTUD TCHNG PRAC
CANCELLED
EDCI-4308-01 SEC SCHOOL CURRICULUM
CANCELLED
EDEC-4393-01 CULT DIM-EARLY CHILDHOOD
CANCELLED
READ-3313-01 INTRO TO READING-SEC
CANCELLED

COLLEGE OF S OCIAL and BEHAVIORAL SCIBNCBS

10499 ROTC-3604-01 INTERNSHIP IN MIL SCI
TBA
TBA
Lab Required - Choose One
10500 ROTC-3604-A LABORATORY
TBA
TBA
Laboratory - Choose One

CABRERO

10516 BIOL- 4100 - 01
MTWRF
10505 BIOL-5452 - 01
MTWR
10506 BIOL-5452-A

10517
10519

10520

10118 COMM-1303-03 PRESENTATIONAL SPKNG
CANCELLED
10349 ENG -4321-01 FUND OF LANG DEVLP
CANCELLED

BIOLOGY SEMINAR
HENRY
02:25PM-03:55PM
sccc 118
ADV MARINE ZOOLOGY
ALLISON
07:45AM- 09:15AM
sccc 118
LABORATORY
ALLISON
F
02:30PM-05:30PM
COSL 1
MTWR
09:25AM-10:55AM
sccc 127
BIOL-5452-B LABORATORY ,
ALLISON
MTWR
ll:05AM-12:35 PM
sccc 127
S
09:00AM-12:00PM
COSL 1
BIOL- 6101 - 01 BIOLOGY GRADUATE SEMNR HENRY
MTWRF
02:25PM-03:55PM
SCCC 118
ELEE-3305-01 ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS
LEMASTER
MTWR
07:45AM-09:15AM
PHYS · 114
Lab Required - Choose One
ELEE-3305-A LABORATORY
LEMASTER
TR
09:25AM-12:35 PM
ENGL 1
Laboratory - Choose One

10480 ELEE-3 301-01 ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS I
CANCELLED
10020 GEOL-1401-01 PHYSICAL GEOLOGY
CANCELLED
10021 GEOL-1401-A LABORATORY
CANCELLED

TIME CHANGES
10454 EDUL-6333-01
MW
10190 EDUL-6392-01
MTWRF

ELEM/SECONDARY CURR
STAFF
06:00PM-09:45PM
EDCC 117
SCH- COMMUNITY RELATIONS CARR
07:45AM-09:15AM
EDCC 115

SCHMIDT
COAS 248

COLLEGE OP SOCIAL and BEHAVIORAL SCI ENCES

10320 ROTC -3604-01 INTERNSHIP IN MIL SCI CABRERO
TBA
TBA
Lab Required - Choose One
10321 ROTC-36 04-A LABORATORY
CABRERO
TBA
TBA
Laboratory - Choose One

CANCELLED CLASSES
10325 ED

10150
10151
10152

10245
10048

-6323-01 PROB IN TEACHING READ
CANCELLED
Eb -632 9- 01 DIAG TEACH OF READING
CANCELLED
READ-3 327-01 READING & EXCEPT CHILD
CANCELLED
READ-3351 -01 LIT FOR YOUNG ADULT
CANCELLED
READ-4 351 -01 DEV READ IN SEC SCHOOL
CANCELLED
COMM-6361-01 SEM IN CONTEMP PERSUASION
CANCELLED
ENG -3319-01 DESCRIPTV LINGUISTICS
CANCELLED
PHYS-1402-C LABORATORY
CANCELLED

FALL 1996
or

SOCIAL and BBHAVIORAL SCIENCBS

COLLEGE OP BUSINESS

STAFF
110
STAFF
113
STAFF
111
RYDL
224

COLLEGE OP EDUCATI ON

12109 ED - 4313 - 01 DIR TCHG GENERIC SP ED STAFF
TBA
12128 ED -7301-03 THESIS
PEREZ
TBA
TBA
12129 ED -73 01 - 04 THESIS
VALERIO
TBA
TBA
12130 ED - 7301 - 05 THESIS
GOMEZ
TBA
TBA
12131 ED -73 01-06 THESIS
SOLIS
TBA
TBA
1 2 101 EDCI-4305-02 I NSTR PLAN & CURR DEV MCBRIDE
T
04:30PM-07:00PM
EDCC 103
Must enroll in EDCI 4306.02 also
10477 EDCI-4306-01 INSTR METH & CLASS MGT TAUBE
TR
02:35PM-03:50PM
EDCC 103
1 2102 EDCI-4306-02 I NSTR METH & CLASS MGTMCBRIDE
R
04:30PM- 07:00PM
EDCC 103
Must enrol l in EDCI 4305.02
12118 EDCI - 4311 - 02 DIRECTED TEACHING ELEM STAFF
TBA
12119 EDEC - 4394 - 32 COG&PSYMTR DEV- E CHILD STAFF
TR
02:35PM- 03:50PM
12097 EDUK - 4354 - 01 KIN IN SECONDARY SCHOOL JOHNSON
MWF
02:45PM- 03:35PM
HPE2 142
12340 KIN - 1 210 - 02 BASIC KARATE
STAFF
MW
07:10PM-8:25PM
HEPE 117
1 2110 KIN -2282-01 SCUBA DIVING
JORGENSEN
M
07:10PM- 09 :55PM
HEPE 104
12111 KIN - 2282 - 02 SCUBA DIVING
JORGENSEN
W
07:10PM-09:55PM
HEPE 104
12132 READ- 4351 - 02 DEV READ IN SEC SCHOOL
STAFF
T
07:10PM- 09 :55PM
COLLEGE OP LIBERAL and PEJUl'ORMING ARTS

12123 COMM- 4 304 - 01 SCRIPTWRITING
TBA
TBA
12138 SPAN- 6307 - 01 ADV SPAN COMP- GRAM- CLA
T
04:00PM- 07 :00PM
12120 MUS - 1111 - 06 CHAMBER MUSIC
TBA
TBA

10327 ENG -3313-01 SURVEY OF AM LIT
MTWRF
09 : 25AM- 10 :55AM

10251
10478 ENGR-4461 - 01 SENIOR DESIGN PROJECT I DIONG
TBA
TBA
PHYS 128
Lab Required - Choose One
10479 ENGR- 4461-A LABORATORY
DIONG
TBA
TBA
ENGL 1
10482 MECE-3336-01 THERMODYNAMICS II
MAHDI
MWF
09:25AM-12:35PM
LERC 107

COLI.BOB

MANGE ENVIRONMENTAL BUS
02:35PM-03:50PM
BUSA
INTERNAT COMPETIVENESS
04:00PM- 05:15PM
BUSA
BUSINESS PRACTICUM
TBA
BUSA
COBOL PROGRAMMING
05:45PM-07:00PM
BUSA

COLLEGE OP LI BERAL and PERFORMING ARTS

10324

ADDENDUM
12105 INTB- 4364-01
TR
12106 INTB-4365- 01
TR
12098 MANA- 4399-01
TBA
12108 CIS - 2310-03
TR

ADDENDUM

CABRERO

COLLEGE OP SCIENCE and ENGINEDINO

10507

SUMMER 111996

10136 ED

COLLEGE OF LIBERAL and PERFORMING ARTS

10504 COMM-6300-01
MTWRF
10548 COMM-6361-01
MTWRF
10511 HIST-4353-01
MTWRF

WELLS

STANLEY
STAFF
MUNN

12107 CRIJ-3345-02 CORRECTIONAL ADMIN
HAGHIGHI
TR
02:35PM-03 :50PM
LIBA 232
12339 ROTC- 1202 - B LABORATORY
MILES
TBA
TBA
12134 ROTC-32 01-A LABORATORY
STAFF
TBA
TBA
MILES
12126 ROTC- 3401- B LABORATORY
TBA
TBA
Laboratory - Choose One
12127 ROTC- 4401 - B LABORATORY
CABRERO
TBA
TBA
Laboratory - Choose One
12100 PSY - 6360 - 01 CLINICAL NEUROPSYCHOLOGYARNOLD
T
04:30PM-07 :00PM
LIBA 119
12125 SOC -4383-01 I NDEPENDENT STUDIES LIEBOWITZ
TBA
12202 SOC -4383-02 INDEPENDENT STUDIES
NELSON
TBA
TBA
COLLEGE

or

10461 EDCI - 3322 - 42 FOUND BILINGUAL EDUC
GOMEZ
TR
07:45AM-09:00AM
EDCC 203
10462 EDCI -3322-43 FOUND BILINGUAL EDUC
VALERI
TR
09:10AM-10:25AM
EDCC 203
10465 EDCI-33 2 4- 22 ENGLISH SECND LANGUAGE
STAFF
TR
07 :45AM-09 : 00AM
EDCC 203
10498 EDEC- 4390 - 43 GRWTH&DEV EARLY CHILD
DOWEL
07:45AM-09:00AM
EDCC 219
TR
10350 KI N -1160-02 FOLKLORIC DANCE
MUNOZ
TR
01:10PM-02:25PM
HPE2 133
Department Permission Required
10354 KIN -1161-02 CONCERT DANCE ENSEMBLE GRABOWSKI
R
07:10PM-09:55PM
HPE2 133
Department Permission Required
12032 KIN -2203-01 BADMINTON I
SKAGGS
MWF
07 :45AM- 08:35AM
HPE2 118
10516 READ- 3325 - 31 COG DEV RONG COMP
LAPP
MWF
10:45AM- ll:35AM
EDCC 219
10518 READ-3325-33 COG DEV RONG COMP
STAFF
TR
09:10AM-10 : 25AM

SCIENCE and ENGINEERI NG
COLLEGE OP HEALTH SCIENCES and HUMAN SERVICES

1212 4 ELEE-2 130 - 01
TBA
12121 MANE- 3331 - 01
MW
12122 MANE- 4311 - 01
TR
12114 MATH- 1 334-26
TR 12115 MATH- 1334-27
TR
12112 MATH-1340 -25
TR
12113 MATH- 1340 - 26
MWF
12133 MATH-4379 -01
TBA

DIGITAL SYSTEMS LAB
HUDSON
TBA
PROCESS & PRODUCT DESIGN NAMBIAR
07 :10PM- 08:25PM
LERC 107
QUALITY CONTROL
JONES
LERC 107
10:35AM-l l :50AM
INTERMEDIATE ALGEBRA
ALVARADO
10:35AM-11:50AM
MATH 104
INTERMEDIATE ALGEBRA
ALVARADO
MATH 104
02:35PM- 03:50PM
COLLEGE ALGEBRA
TORRES
09:10AM-10:25AM
MATH 115
COLLEGE ALGEBRA
RAMIREZ
11:45AM- 12:35PM
MATH 108
MODELING
KNOBEL
TBA

TIME CHANGES

11898 COMD-2320-01 VOICE & PHONETICS
TBA
TBA

COLLEGE OF EDUCATION

10902 ED
R

- 6360 - 01 INTRO COUNSEL & GUID RODRIGUEZ
05 : 30PM- 08:30PM
EDCC 216

STAFF
350

COLLEGE OP LIBERAL and PERFORMING ARTS

11064 ART - 1301- 08 ART APPRECIATION
HEWLETT
T
0 7 :10PM- 09:55PM
FIAB 22 8
1204 2 COMM- 4326 - A LABORATORY
WAKEFIELD
TBA
TBA
COAS 17 3
Laboratory - Choose One
11572 SPAN-4336- 01 GRAMMAR & COMPOSITION
LUGONES
T
07 :10PM- 09:55PM
COAS 187
COLLEGE OF SCIENCE and ENGINEERING

12003 MANE- 4321 - 01 AUTOMATI ON SYSTEMS
MWF
0 2 :45PM- 03:35PM
ENGR

BOSE
1.274

CANCELLED CLASSES

COLLEGB OF BUSINESS

STAFF
10743 INTB-3310 - 01 ENTERING INT'L TRADE
BUSA 113
MW
08 : 40PM- 09:55PM
107 44 INTB-3330 - 01 INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS
BALL
MWF
Ol:45PM- 02:35PM
BUSA 22 4

COAS

10785
10898
10506
10520
12058
10088
117 49
117 54

MARK-33 7 1 - 01
CIS -2 310-01
EDEC - 4392-3 2
READ- 4351 - 01
ENG - 33 2 0 - 01
PSY - 631 5- 01
MANE- 3401-01
MANE- 4331 - 01

PRIN OF MARKETING
CANCELL
COBOL PROGRAMMI NG
CANCELL
ACQ CONCEPT PROC I N EC CANCELL
DEV READ I N SEC SCHOOL CANCELL
FOLKLORE AND LITERATURE CANCELL
ADV BEHAVI OR MGT
CANCELLED
COMPUTER AIDED MFG
CANCELLED
MFG PLANNI NG & CONTROL CANCELL
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Health and Kinesiology face another loss With multipUrpose field
H&K Club, students and faculty start a petition to stop the demolishment of land for the International and Trade building

Kathy Clemente
Staff reporter

The department of health and
kinesiology is faced with losing
their facilities if they don't take
action. Edgar Amie), Health and
Kinesiology Club parliamentarian, started a petition seeking a
change in the construction site for
the International Trade Center
Building.
The department will lose the
multipurpose field next to the
track, to the building of International Trade Center.
The petition, signed by 677
names, was submitted to Rudolph
Gomez, vice president of academic affairs several weeks ago.
The petition was administered
during activity periods and the
club is still circulating the petition.
Students of different majors, faculty and alumni have signed it.
"If the construction site goes
into affect, it will hurt the academic efforts of the kinesiology
department," Amie! said.
The health and kinesiology department was unaware of the tennis courts being taken down.
Now, another H&K facility is

about to be tom down. With yet
another loss, the department will
face major cutbacks on the availability of classes.
"Outdoor classes will be greatly
affected, and so will the ability to
teach softball and flag football,"
said Layne Jorgensen, chair of the
department. "A variety of programs use the field, so taking it
away will affect all four. The athletics, intramurals and recreation
departments will lose a facility.
There will also be less of a variety in classes and students won't
have a recreation area. Kinesiology needs a lot of land to offer
programs and the university does
not have any definite plans to replace the teaching facilities we
have lost."
Faculty, students and administration attended the H&K Club
meeting, where they discussed
construction plans and the loss of
the multipurpose field.
"We, the health and kinesiology
department, deserve and demand
respect," Amie! said during the
meeting.
The lack of communication between the department of health

' ' We, the health and kinesiology department,
deserve and demand respect,"
Edgar Amiel
Health and Kinesiology
Club parliamentarian
and kinesiology and administration was the main concern of participating students. They· found
out that if the multipurpose field
is destroyed, they will have to go
off campus to participate in certain classes.
"If the construction site goes
into effect, it will result in a lot of
theory classes suffering," Yomie
Garcia, vice president of the health
and kinesiology club, said. "It's
not that the department is against
the building, just the construction
site."
Rudolph Gomez, vice-president of academic affairs, said the
building will be built in that area
and it is too late for any changes,
because the plans are already in
effect.
"That is the price for attending
a growing university," said
Gomez.
According to Jorgensen, the de-

Bronc Notes

partment gets a double whammy
with the loss of the multipurpose
field.
He believes that although the
results of the construction will
help improve the future of our
school, they will adversely affect
the future of the health and kinesiology programs.
"I wish the administration
wouldn't place the building in the
multipurpose field, because it will
take the teaching facilities away,"
said Jorgensen.
The International Trade Center,
funded by a $4 million grant from
the government, will house
memorabilia of Kika De La Garza.
It will also be used for administration purposes. Offices will occupy 87 percent of the building,
while 12 percent will be used for
a library.
"We lost the tennis courts and
they have no immediate replace-

ment," Jorgensen said. "If they
talce this teaching area away it will
be a double hit. I am also led to
believe that the track field will be
talcen away in a couple of years."
Intramurals and the Co-Rec program will also lose almost half of
their participation in sporting
events.
"We are not crying over spilled
milk, we are seeing what can be
done to get another multipurpose
field," Charlie Caceres, intramural coordinator, said. "We have
looked at possible alternate sites
for the field and it is in front of a
committee. It will affect my numbers by half, since flag football
and softball malce half of the sporting events. We are disappointed,
but we are looking at what can be
done to better the situation."
Many students will be affected
by the multipurpose field being
used as a construction site. One in
particular is Rigoberto Olivarez,
graduate assistant in track and
field, who helps coach the
shotputters on the Bronc track
team. He believes it will have a
dramatic effect on the HPE majors.

"It not only affects the health
and kinesiology, it also affects the
athletic programs," Olivarez said.
"Not to be biased, but I am in both
athletics and Physical Education,
and it not only affects us, but the
student population will also be
affected with intramurals and the
courses required to graduate.
Whether they have talcen that into
account, who knows?"
Assistant track and field coach
Keith Hutson agrees with Olivarez
that the loss will have a major affect on the department.
He said that the lack of communication with the administration
has created major barriers for his
department, and that the administration should have included the
department in the decision making.
"They already took the tennis
courts, and that is done no matter
what we say about it, and it is not
going to change," Hutson said. "I
was told by the administration it
was a 'done deal' with the trade
building, and if it is a 'done deal,'
I don't know what we can do, but
we can definitely try to see if there
is an alternative."

Soccer holds
exhibition game
The Broncs close out their
Spring soccer schedule at 2 p.m.
on Saturday against Shreiner College of Kerrville. Admission will
be charged at the UTPA on-campus soccer field .
Last weekend the Broncs won
their soccer exhibition against
Trinity, 3-1 in San Antonio. Mike
Espinoza, sophomore from
McAllen, played a part in all of
the three goals that day. Other
players to look for to play a part
in the Bronc action is Marcelo
Paredes, Esequiel Morales, Luis
Cardenas and others.

Men take fifth in
tennis conference
The Bronc men's tennis team
took fifth place at the 1996 Sun
Belt Conference Tournament in
Mobile, Ala., by beating -fifth
seeded Western Kentucky 4-1 in
the final round on Saturday.
UTPA was seeded seventh out
of the eight teams participating in
the tournament, and after losing to
No.2 Arkansas-Little Rock 4-0,
the Broncs beat sixth-seeded
Lamar 4-1 before beating WKU.
The Broncs (9-14) won the
doubles matches. Jesus Garcia and
Brian Smith teamed at No. 2
doubles to beat Danny Barnes and
Alex Lykos, 8-6. Horacio
Gutierrez and Alex Rasera won at
No. 3 doubles over Troy Nunn and
Vin Thomas 9-7. At No. I doubles,
Rafael Gonzalez and Gianni Von
Naeher lost to Andrew Kollesine
and Beau Sparks 8-6.
In singles action, Von Naeher
lost at No. 1 singles 7-6, 6-2, but
Garcia beat Lykos 6-3, 7-5 at No.
3 singles and Smith bested Barnes
6-1, 6-3 at No. 4 singles before
Gon zalez clinched the win at No.
2 singles over Sparks 3-6, 7-6, 61. The Lady Bones (4-14) ended
their tournament Friday in ninth
place.

The Pan American/Liza Longoria

University of Arkansas • Little Rock player attempts a steal from Bronc first baseman Matt Slskowskl during the game on Sunday.

Privateers invade Bronc territory this weekend
games, are expected to be very
Staff reporter
challenging according to head
The Bronc baseball team coach Al Ogletree.
plays three of it's remaining six
"They are good all the way
conference games this week- around. From pitching to hitend against the University of ting to fielding, they have it all,"
New Orleans Privateers.
Ogletree said.
UNO is currently second in
Donald Rushing, one of
the Sun Belt Conference with UNO's starting pitchers, won
a 16-6 record, and 33-13 over- top honors last week by capturall.
ing the Wilson Sun Belt ConferThis weekend's games begin ence Pitcher of' the Week Award.
with a double header on SatCoach Ogletree continued,
urday at 4 p.m., followed by a "We'll go at them with Kiki
single game on Sunday at 1 Trevino (Alamo), Mike Karow
p.m.
and Jody Moore for this
The games against UNO, weekend's starters; we've had
winners of six of their last 10 success with this trio."

Sergio J. Sanchez

Last wee~end, the Broncs won Davidson e_ach made several
two of three against The Univer- sliding and diving catches in
sity of Arkansas-Little Rock, Saturday's one game victory.
and positioned themselves to With the bases loaded, Dean
strike at that sixth and final spot Davidson made a gutsy sliding
for the end of season conference catch into the base of the center
tournamenL
field wall saving the Broncs
They are currently alone in from giving up a big inning. Secseventh place, and one and a ond baseman Mick Tosch
knocked two out, and finished
half games behind Lamar.
Pan Am swept UALR in game one 3 for 4.
Saturday's game two saw
Saturday's double-header 7-5
starter Mike Karow toss 12
and 11-4.
Pitchers Marco Marquez (1- strikeouts. First baseman Matt
2), and Mike Karow (7-2) both Siskowski homered in the conpicked up victories with help in test, increasing his team leading
the field and at the plate. Out- total to eight.
The Broncs were unable to
fielders Jeff Moore and Dean

complete the sweep on Sunday
losing 7-12. Despite dropping
the game, captain Heath Autry
went 4-5 including two homers; starting pitcher Jody
Moore (4-7) picked up the loss.
UTPA needs to make up
some ground to make the tournament, but with three of their
remaining six games against
Western Kentucky (2nd to 1ast
in conference), they have a
fighting chance. They'll need
to put some wins in the score
sheet and hope that Lamar,
Jacksonville or USL loses.
Pan Am is currently 8-12 in
conference, 21-25 overall.

:UTPA holds No. 4 in Sun Belt's 10-team All-Sports race
UTPA Sports
Strong showings in the women's sports has enabled UTPA to hold
the No. 4 spot, two-thirds through the Sun Belt Conference All-Sports
Award race.
. South Alabama, which won the Commissioner's Cup award four
. straight years until Arkansas State took it in 1995, barely leads competition now. USA has 68.5 points to Arkansas-Little Rock's 66.5. Western Kentucky ranks No. 3 at 61, followed by Texas-Pan American 56
and Arkansas State 54.
With IO sports completed and five to go, the second division, also

closely bunched, consisits of Louisiana Tech 49.5, New Orleans tied
with Southwestern Louisiana for seventh at 47 .5, Lamar 42.5 and Jacksonville 32.5. Baseball ends the 10-sport race in mid-May.
UTPA, the surprise early leader after the first three sports last fall,
quickly piled up 25 points by winning women's cross country, taking
second in men's cross country and fifth in soccer.
Since the fast start, UTPA has collected fourth places in women's
golf and women's indoor track. The other finishes have been seventh
in women's basketbal; men's golf and men's induor track; tied for
seventh in volleyball and tied for ninth in men's basketball.

USA built its slim lead despite winning just one sport so far, men's
golf. UALR won women's indoortrack and tied UNO for first in men's
basketball.
Western Kentucky and Jacksonville tied atop soccer, and WKU also
captured men's cross country.
Lamar won women's golf; USL men's indoor track; Louisiana Tech,
women's basketball; Arkansas State, volleyball.
All IO universities have won or shared a title among the first IO
sports decide, a rare display of team balance in any widespread event
like this.
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T he last day for returning
TEXTBOOK RENTALSfor ~96 is
MAY 10, 1996
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Recycling books is a good idea! You not only help save the
environment, you help other students save money as well.

Please help us recycle your Textbooks. You can save
$$. Call us for next semester's TEXTBOOK RENTALS.
We want to help
you save $$ and serve you better.

BOOK BUY BACK
May 2 - 10
Paying Top Dollar

10 Lucky CASH
Drawings
to be given away for
Summer Vacation
Each Prize
$50 Cash
University Bookstore
T

4th & University Drive
381-2251

n

Drawings
. May ·
10
10 - $50 Drawings

Second Location
in Tent Outside
University Center.

Mon. - Thurs. 7:30 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.
May 6 -10
M - T!zur 8:30 a.m. - 5 p.m
Friday 7:30 a.m. - 5 p.m.
_ .-· .. _ Fn. 8:30a.m. - 2 p.m.
s.
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